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Packed with never-before-seen art and in-depth lore, this is the definitive encyclopedia of the

acclaimed new video game from Obsidian Entertainment!Having broken records with its hugely

successful Kickstarter campaign, Pillars of Eternity meets modern technology with the beloved

traditions of roleplaying games, introducing a breathtaking new fantasy world. Every monster, every

faction, every deity, and everything in between are covered within the pages of this tome, all

accompanied by luscious illustrations.Please note, this is not a strategy guide.
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Obsidian Entertainment is an American role-playing video game developer founded in 2003 after the

disestablishment of Interplay Productions' Black Isle Studios. Although it has created original

intellectual property, Obsidian has mostly developed sequels to existing games, and many of their

games are based on licensed properties. Among its best-known games are Star Wars: Knights of

the Old Republic II- The Sith Lords, Fallout: New Vegas, Dungeon Siege III, and South Park: The

Stick of Truth.

This book is akin to buying a hard-bound expanded copy of Ultima V's "Book of Lore" on PC (right

down the the B&W ink line drawings in the Bestiary section). As a kid, this is the book you would

read from back of the car on the trip home from the computer store. If you are a collector of PC

RPGs and want extra materials to go on the shelf with your physical copy of the game, go right on

ahead.It would be helpful if this listing put it's line: "Please note, this is not a strategy guide." in



BOLD and at the top of the description INSTEAD of at the bottom.

The kindle version works fine. It has nice pictures tap to full screen. If it was a physical copy I might

want more illustration, don't know if they're identical. The lore is innovative and sometimes

surprising. Not tacky or cute like most fictional worlds. The writing style is simple and efficient and

has enough content to cover to keep it fun.

This book is beautiful. I mean that both in aesthetic as the books itself if high quality, and the

artwork is top notch. I also mean that in content as the world displayed in it's pages is

comprehensive, extremely interesting, and incredibly detailed.If your looking forward to the game, or

already have it and want a guide to the world (not the game, this isn't a strategy guide), then this is

a must have.

this book is not a strategy guide but a very very detailed book on the history, lore, culture, gods, etc

etc about the ingame world of pillars of eternity. You don't even need to own the game to enjoy this

book.

The people over at Obsidian did a good job with the lore for Pillars of Eternity. It's reminiscent of

traditional fantasy while still adding in some new concepts and races. I liked reading all about the

different Gods and factions before I began the game so I wasn't lost in the flood of info you can get

while exploring a new world.This book is made of quality materials and is a nice piece to display if

you're in to that.

Great!

Nicely put together and attractive, but so far I've found the most useful information is duplicated in

other sources.Also, (and this pertains to both the Collector's Edition Guide and the Guidebook): they

both badly a need quality built-in ribbon marker, to complete their usefulness and their look. I'm sure

you considered it: you just made the wrong decision about it. As it is, I've had to make my own.

Quickly shipped and received the day it was released! A beautifully designed collectors book
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